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B. TECH
(SEM-\/ID THEORY EXAMTNATTON 2021-22

UNDERSTANDING THE HUMAN BEING COMPREHENSI\'ELY IIUMAN
ASPIRATION AND ITS FULFILMENT

Time: 3 Hours Total Marks: 70

Note: 1. Attempt all Sections. Ifrequire any missing data; then choose suitably.

SECTION A

l. Attempt rr// questions in brief. 2 x7 : 14

List and briefthe values ofhuman with rest oithe nature.

Conclude the feelings expected by teacher from pupil.
Describe the sources ofhappiness and which is assures continuity.
Define the law of Submergence.

Explain the activity 'Taste".
Elaborate the term harmony.

4. Attempt any one part of the following: 7x1:7
(a) Illustrate the innateness and natural characteristics of the four orders. By

observing your Selfand your Body, how can you be clear ofthese?
(b) "The domain ofright understanding starts from understanding the human being

that extends up to understanding nature/existenoe - its interconnectedness and
co-existence and finally understanding the role of human being in existence".
Explain this statement.

a.

b,

c.

d.

f.
g. Match the following:

a) Bliss I Realization
b) Happiness 2 Contemplation
ct Shanti J Comparing
d) Satislaclion 4 Tast ing

SECTION B

2. Attempt any /rree of the follorving: 7 x 3 = 2l
a. How does Wisdom follow from Right Understanding? Explain.
b. "Purpose programand potential ofevery human being is same" Explain the

statement in the light ofright understanding.
c. Explain any one object ofimagination in the Selt, and explain the activities of

imaging, analyzing, comparing, selecting and tasting in this reference.
d. Explain the dynarnic and static activities ofselfin:brief.
e. Explain the Human Conduct ofa Human Being. Briefly evaluate the human

conduct in melro cities in all these respects,

SECTION C

3. Attempt a ny one part of the following-: 7 x 1 :7
(a) List all the vahres of a huma. n being and define them.

(b) Realization of co-existenie in the Self, and its expression (authentication) as

universal human order in living: elaborate on this statement.
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Attempt any one part of the following: 7 x1=7
(a) Illustrate the science to solve the problem of increasing population and

unemployment in society and also explain science in this course.
(b) Illustrate the role of 1-amily for the completeness of undivided society, which

minimum dimensions are necessary to be worked for and which human goals
will be tulfi11ed.

Attempt any one part of the following: 7xl:7
(a) The final achievement ofhusband-wife relationship is behavior with one mind

two bodies? How husband and wi1-e can reach to this achievement? Illustrate.
(b) Illustrate the relationship of saathi-sahyogi. Also illustrate the completion point

of this relationship.

7. Attempt 
^ny 

one part of the lbllowing: 7xl=7
(a) Explain values recognized in a human and its r-elationship with other human in

detail.
(b) In present day society, write any five incidences/happenings that are taking

place, How are tltese in-line or not in-line with the co-existence? Shar.e your
suggestions for addressing the incidences/happenings that are not inline rvith
co-existence.
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